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[blackhatpakistan] wrote:
“After doing meditation and before dedication, nowadays I am feeling very negative energy when I go to outside.

After doing dedication and starting meditation, I feel very cool and peaceful and have no tension in my brain even now also feeling very blissful and i am feeling like very sense of humor person. But when I go to outside, I feel very very very negative energy from outside people. Also, here in my country even in my area, there are 99% person have so so much negative vibes I feel them. Even I face very rude person such as a low-quality taxi driver also bark with me for getting extra money.

What should I do in that situation Sir HP Cobra666? After returning my home, I do cleaning but believe me I can't handle those negative energy. And even I can't cope with that energy.

Hail Father Satan and the four Crowned Gods”

That is because when one's energy is elevated and purer, the more contrast is felt from the energies of individuals who do not take care of their soul.

The bad news is that this can be a real aggravation. The more sensitivity rises, the more it can be felt. Especially this will occur in the first stages of your development, and until your soul is very strong.

The good news is, that after a point where your own soul is very strong, this will hardly affect you at all. Past a point, you will not even feel it, but you will know it's there. This also has to do with the strength of your own aura and soul.

The key is clean yourself and keep empowering, while building this aura of protection. You can also take your attention away from this. It's a bit unfortunate that this is the case, but many people are walking around with a lot of negative energy.
and nagging energy on them.

As you grow stronger, this energy will be like "ignored" by default. You can also program yourself in hypnosis to work around it, although, this might prove to be bad in situations where you must be able to feel it, such as a dangerous situation.

Important is the case to be able to face this negative energy, and actually separate it or remove it from yourself, before all else.

Keep meditating and know that after a point, this will hardly affect you at all, even though you will be very aware of it. This level should be reached when your own soul and aura is powerful enough. Even then you will not be totally immune to it, but capability to deal with it will be increased and keep increasing.
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